
MELTING OF MOUNTAIN GLACIERS
 

Large regional impacts and limits of adaptation

Glaciers and snowpack provide important seasonal supplies of water for drinking, agriculture, and industry for at least 3 
billion people on the planet. However, all glaciers on the globe have been losing ice over at least the past few decades; and 
many have been declining since the 1800s. 

“Mid-latitude” glaciers have experienced particularly severe losses in the past century. These include the Alps, southern 
Andes and Patagonia, Iceland, Scandinavia, the North American Rockies and New Zealand. These losses will continue at a 
steep rate over the next several decades just due to current warming, with smaller glaciers disappearing completely and 
others decreasing to only 10–20% of their previous size. With very low emissions, these losses will slow and eventually, 
stabilize; with at least remnants of most glacier systems remaining. Once even 2 degrees is passed however, nearly all these 
mid-latitude glacier systems will disappear and take centuries to thousands of years to restore, even should we return to 
pre-industrial temperatures; making this an essentially permanent change for these important sources of water.

High-latitude (or polar) glaciers, and extremely high altitude glaciers (mostly in High Mountain Asia, including the Himalayas) 
have been the most difficult to study; and until the past couple of decades, did not seem to be as affected by current global 
warming. Even these, however, are receding today.
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With very low emissions, 
much of our glaciers and 
snowpack can be saved, 
especially in the mid-latitude 
glacier regions. Losses would 
begin to slow slightly around 
2040, though many glaciers 
are not expected to stabilize 
until the next century, 
between 2100–2200. 

Some glacier regions in the 
mid-latitudes, such as the 
Alps, may even begin to 
show very slow re-growth (a 
few percent per decade) by 
2100.

Scenario Temperature 
peak Impacts

Low emissions
1.6-

1.8°C
...and declining

With very low emissions, much of our glaciers and snowpack can be saved, especially in the mid-latitude glacier regions. Losses would begin to 
slow slightly around 2040, though many glaciers are not expected to stabilize until the next century, between 2100–2200. Some glacier regions 
in the mid-latitudes, such as the Alps, may even begin to show very slow re-growth (a few percent per decade) by 2100. Others may require 
temperatures closer to pre-industrial for greater recovery. 

Tragically, due to human emissions to-date, nearly all equatorial glaciers (Andes, East Africa, Indonesia) will essentially disappear entirely by 
2100, even with very low emissions. They will not recover until the next Ice Age. This, along with loss of Arctic summer sea ice, is one of two major 
cryosphere thresholds passed due to human activity. 

Optimistic 
fulfillment of all 
current pledges 

1.9-
3.1°C

Once two degrees is passed, by 2300 the only glaciers of any substantial size will be limited to the polar regions and highest mountains, such as 
the Himalayas. Even in these regions, glaciers will shrink to under one-third of their current size. Snowfall also will become more rare outside 
these regions, falling instead as rain that may at times be extreme in this warmer climate, leading to increased erosion, flooding and landslides. In 
the Himalayas, this loss of glaciers and snowpack will radically decrease seasonal water supplies in some river systems, for example the Tarim in 
northwestern China.

In polar and “high altitude” (mostly High Mountain Asia, including the Himalayas) regions, around 30–50% of glacier volume will remain by the end 
of this century under all emissions scenarios; but losses even there will continue. At peak global mean temperatures of 3°C over pre-industrial, 
very little ice will remain elsewhere on the globe by 2300. Snowfall will become more rare outside the polar regions and high altitudes.

Current 
emissions 
growth

4-5°C

...and rising

Virtually no glaciers will remain anywhere on the globe by 2200, with mid-latitude glaciers 90% gone by 2100. Snowfall by 2100 will be extremely 
limited outside polar regions and high altitudes. However, snowfall and seasonal snowpack would begin to return as soon as temperatures 
decline.

With such very high ice and glacier loss exposing bare ground, any meaningful glacier re-growth, especially at today’s mid-latitude glacier regions, 
will take hundreds to thousands of years, even with temperatures returning to those of today. Recovery of equatorial glaciers cannot occur unless 
temperatures in the distant future return to below pre-industrial, e.g. a new Ice Age.

For more information, see the 
2021 State of the Cryosphere 
Report: 
iccinet.org/statecryo21

From Marzeion et al. (2012)

From Marzeion et al. (2012)

In addition to glaciers, mountains actually hold far more seasonal water in the form of snow. Snowfall has however become more 
unreliable in many mountain watersheds, with extremes of snow drought alternating with high amounts that increase risk of 
avalanche and flood. In many mountain snow systems, it now appears that snow generally is following the same downward trajectory 
as the glaciers: smaller amounts, with snow today instead falling as rain. This carries economic harm for farming and tourism; as well 
as decreased reliability of water supply for some large urban populations, such as in the southwestern United States where rising 
temperatures have paired with snowpack loss, leading to ever more severe drought conditions.

Nearly all of this research on the future of glaciers and snow under different emissions scenarios is quite new. Many of the citations 
below date from after the IPCC SROCC (2019) and the research is being updated even today.


